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Six search words from a random word generator, I know the words from start of session. 

Chairs Ears Swan Red Chilly Sparrow Noodles

Green color that feels like vegetation, plant. Dark underneath it. A bit of yellow in lower bottom of 
image. Delicate living plant. Thin diagonal element, from bottom it reaches up-right. 

2:00 PM Secondary stage. 

I touch the "leaf" and it feels serrated on the edges with tiny sawtooth pattern and it growls a bit 
and is a bit hostile to being touched. White color fluffy shape above the green diagonal. 

Strange, as I touch on the top of the diagonal green, it is not smooth or slippery surface, instead it is 
covered in countless of tiny granules or spots that make it coarse and rough to touch. 

When I touch on the underside of the green diagonal, it feels like the intricate system of thin bones 
that are in that region at the upper jaw. The white fluff that is above the green diagonal. 

The green element is soft and delicate, light weight and gentle on its own. There really is a lot of 
dark black underneath it. 

This is about the amount of probing appropriate to keep the probing amount the same throughout 
these sessions. 

2:06 PM End RV. 

Possibly as a far fetch the coarse granulated surface of the diagonal green could be felt as the rug 
but that is also a far stretch. I can find no correlation between my drawing and the target image. I 
did not find solid objects; the green diagonal was light and delicate and thin. There are no white 
fluffy elements nor white color above any diagonal element or anywhere else on the target image 
for that matter. There is nothing sharp or serrated. No diagonal elements, and no oblong elements 
placed in any direction, or well there are diagonal lines on the stool fabric so we must not be too 
quick to judge. I sensed no objects, no stones in the background (the black under the diagonal felt 
like just darkness, though to be fair I did not pat or probe it). 

The correlation is very poor and no correlation can be found between report and target image. And 



this target image would have made for such a splendid image to remote view, it really is an ideal RV 
target image! This session gets a grade F. 

"Red chilly" meant as one word. 

Image source https://s3-us-
west-2.amazonaws.com/thehighlander/Newspaper/2013/2013-08-29.pdf
Image link is not possible it is one of those long links with random scribbles. 

2:14 PM End session. 


